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Morningstar launched the Global Investor Experience study (GIE) in 2009 to encourage a dialogue 

about global best practices for mutual funds from the perspective of fund shareholders. We've 

produced the study every two years, with 2019 marking the sixth edition. We've structured previous 

editions of GIE around four 'chapters':

Fees and Expenses 

Regulation and Taxation 

Disclosure 

Sales 

To provide greater focus, for this edition we are publishing each chapter of the study independently, 

starting with this Fees and Expenses chapter. The Regulation and Taxation chapter is next to be 

published. The remaining chapters of this sixth edition will be published in 2020.

This year we have introduced one new market to our study with the addition of Mexico. Mexico is  

a developing fund market with a high level of transparency. This addition brings the total number of 

markets under consideration to 26. 

About this Study 

The GIE study reflects Morningstar's views about what makes a good experience for fund investors.  

As a general rule, we favour effective regulation of funds that promotes transparency and polices 

misleading statements and conflicts of interest; low tax burdens on investors; comprehensive, 

easy-to-understand disclosure; a varied distribution system that gives investors multiple ways in which 

to purchase funds; media coverage that helps to educate investors; and, most importantly for this 

chapter of our GIE study, competitive fund fees. We are open to other views, including those that 

oppose ours, and have incorporated some of that feedback into the way we conduct the GIE study. 

This study primarily considers publicly available open-end funds that typically issue or redeem  

shares or units daily. We use the term 'funds' or 'mutual funds' to refer to the various types of open-

end vehicles available globally, including investment companies, unit trusts, managed funds, UCITS, 

and SICAVs. The study does not include other pooled investment vehicles, such as guaranteed  

funds, variable annuities, insurance-linked funds, private pension funds, closed-end funds, collective 

investment trusts, hedge funds, private equity funds, or venture-capital funds. 

Within the commentary on individual markets, we discuss factors that, while not explicitly incorp-

orated for scoring, are still important for understanding a given market. 

Introduction

3

3 

3 

3
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This study does not evaluate the potential total cost of owning a fund and receiving financial advice 

across the world. Reliable data on financial advice and platform fees are not available across the 26 

markets we consider in this global study. Advice fees can vary by investor, advisory firm, and account 

type, and fee schedules are not required disclosure in the same way as the various fees associated 

with a registered fund itself. Hence, we continue to heavily emphasise the asset-weighted median 

expense ratio, which provides the best objective measure to compare fund costs across global markets. 

We are aware that our study methodology tends to penalise costlier fund markets where it's been 

common to bundle advice and distribution fees into fund expense ratios. However, we think the study 

usefully denotes differences between markets that bundle fees and those that don't, as we believe an 

unbundled approach is ultimately superior in promoting transparency and orderly fee competition. 

It is important to note that even in markets that are increasingly unbundling fees and adopting lower- 

cost funds, the asset-weighted median captures where assets sit today. This means that in markets like 

the United Kingdom and Australia that have banned commissions, the median asset-weighted expense 

ratio includes the substantial assets still held by share classes that have high ongoing costs. 

We again included some survey questions on exchange-traded funds in this edition to assess the 

breadth and level of ETF use in each market. We believe that vibrant ETF markets can put fee pressure 

on open-end products and are therefore investigating the role of ETFs in the various markets to set 

the stage for future study. As inherently 'clean' share classes that exclude initial charges and  

ongoing commissions, ETFs are particularly well-suited for use in unbundled advice programs, which 

we maintain are an industry best practice. Our local analysts and global passives research team 

leaders answered several questions about ETF usage in each market as part of this year's study, but 

this information did not factor into the determination of Fees and Expenses grades. Additionally,  

ETF expense data were not included in asset-weighted median calculations, as it isn't possible to 

accurately measure ETF ownership within each market for all domiciles represented in this study. In 

Denmark, where products that have traditionally been classified as open-end funds may be considered 

ETFs under Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) II rules, we have included only the 

open-end share classes as still defined in Morningstar's database.

Methods 

Defining and Assessing ‘Fees and Expenses’ 

The main scoring components of this study are the asset-weighted median expense ratios. We 

calculate the asset-weighted median using only retail share classes, which we define as those not 

classified as 'institutional' in Morningstar's database, with an investment minimum below USD 

100,000. For each market, we include all retail share classes of funds either domiciled or available for 

sale in that specific market, split into the appropriate groups by asset class. 
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Given the differences in the way fees are calculated, reported, and named across different markets, it 

can be difficult to ensure like-for-like comparisons. Since the conclusion of our 2017 GIE study, we have 

introduced a new data point, 'Representative Cost,' that standardises annual fund expenses globally, 

facilitating comparison across markets. Representative Cost captures recurring costs charged by the 

fund vehicle, including embedded distribution fees, retrocessions, and performance fees. It excludes 

one-off fees charged by third parties such as advisers or platforms, as well as front-end or deferred 

sales loads and redemption charges. 

In many markets, Representative Cost uses the Annual Report Net Expense ratio. In European 

countries it incorporates the forward-looking MiFID Ongoing Cost–Estimated (with any accompanying 

performance fee), though it will use a series of potential substitutes, like KIID Ongoing Charge, if that 

data point is not available. 

We use the Representative Cost methodology to calculate the asset-weighted median expense ratio, 

which is the basis for comparisons we make between markets in this study. 

https://www.morningstar.com/content/dam/marketing/shared/pdfs/Research/Representative_Cost.pdf 

As part of this study, we also consider how commonplace it is for investors to make one-time payments 

to an adviser or distributor in the form of initial charges or sales loads. In addition, we evaluate the 

structure and disclosure around performance fees and investors' ability to avoid advice fees via loads 

or ongoing commissions when no advice is given. 

While acknowledging that within a bundled fee environment the investor experience can be adequate, 

Morningstar maintains that by lowering the cost of investment products via commission-free share 

classes and by unbundling other expenses from the cost of investment management, transparency 

improves and investors benefit. In addition to lowering all-in costs for do-it-yourself investors,  

those participating in a fee-based advice model may accrue additional benefits from more-individual-

ised service, including savings guidance, tax planning, and pension optimisation, which collectively 

add significant value to the investor experience. 

Additionally, when paying directly for advice, an investor can avoid the inherent conflict of interest that 

occurs when advisers are compensated for promoting specific products. In the worst possible outcomes 

from 'bundling,' investors run not only the risk of receiving poor quality advice, but of receiving no 

advice at all. In Australia, for example, the recent Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 

Superannuation and Financial Services Industry laid bare repeated instances of Australia's financial 

service providers charging 'ongoing service fees' where no service was ever delivered. 

We view performance-based fees favourably only when structured to appropriately align manage-

ment's interest with fund shareholders'. Best practice for performance fees includes the use of an 

appropriate benchmark and emphasising long-term periods in measuring performance. In addition,  

Ashley Murphy


Ashley Murphy


Ashley Murphy
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we prefer fulcrum fees that symmetrically adjust the fund's fee upwards or downwards in the same  

direct proportion to any outperformance or underperformance. Finally, the upwards adjustment 

shouldn't be so large that it takes the fund's expense ratio well above the category average. It remains 

instructive that in the United States, where performance fees are required to be symmetrical, those 

fees are exceedingly rare within mutual funds. 

The study breaks up the markets into three groups of funds: allocation, equity, and fixed income. 

Alternatives and property are not considered in this study, as global data in these areas can be 

'patchy.' The calculations consider two perspectives: funds available for sale in the marketplace and 

funds that are locally domiciled. Thus, a market is measured both by the opportunity it gives to 

investors in registering outside funds (available for sale) and by the costs associated with its own, 

domestically grown industry.

Ashley Murphy
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Key Take-Aways

We are continuing to see a trend towards lower fund fees globally. The majority of the 26 markets  

we studied saw the asset-weighted median expense ratios for locally domiciled and available-for-sale  

funds fall since the 2017 study. The trend was most notable in locally domiciled equity funds,  

with 19 markets reporting reduced fees.  

There are several factors driving fees lower: 

Regulation: The UK Retail Distribution Review, Australian Future of Financial Advice, and subsequent 

Banking Royal Commission, as well as the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive, have all 

hastened the lowering of fees for investors in the UK, Australia, and some European markets, particu-

larly the Netherlands. In 2018, the Indian market regulator the Securities and Exchange Board of India 

also intervened, reducing the expense ratio cap for funds across Indian categories.

Awareness: In markets where retail investors have access to multiple sales channels, investors are 

increasingly aware of the importance of minimising investment costs, which has led them to favour 

lower-cost fund share classes. 

Unbundling: The move towards fee-based financial advice has spurred the demand for lower-cost  

funds like passives. Institutions and advisers have increasingly opted against costlier share classes that 

embed advice and distribution fees. The growth of 'F class' shares in Canada is a notable example.   

Competition: In the larger and more competitive markets, asset managers have been cutting fees to  

vie for market share. Price wars are taking place amongst passive fund (ETF and Open-ended) 

providers, with heavyweights such as Fidelity bringing fees closer to zero in some markets, putting 

downward pressure on fund fees across the industry. 

Disintermediation: In emerging fund markets like China, investors still confront sales loads, although 

those who purchase funds online will often benefit compared with those who choose to buy  

funds from banks. While these online channels can avoid excessive up-front loads, we have yet to see 

sufficient assets in these new channels to materially drive asset-weighted median fees lower.

Taken together, bans on (or substantial waivers of) sales loads, continued decoupling of fund expenses 

from advice charges, bans on commissions, and mandatory fee transparency have seen many investors 

pay less for funds than ever before.

When we compare locally domiciled asset-weighted medians versus funds available for sale by market, 

it is surprising how little effect economy of scale seems to have on the global fee results. The very 

large pan-European and Asian Undertakings for Collective Investments in Transferable Securities 

(UCITS) marketplace does not seem to have led to reduced costs; indeed, small locally domiciled funds 

are often cheaper than giant Luxembourg- and Ireland-based funds. In some cases this reflects higher 

regulatory costs for cross-border funds and the fact that these funds have to be built to cater for the 

highest-cost markets—it is easier to rebate fees than to layer additional ones on. The other potential 

cause of inertia in not lowering fees across the UCITS marketplace may lie in the fact that funds are 

often 'sold' not 'bought', particularly by distributors in Asian markets. No matter what the cause, the 

price of a greater opportunity set in cross-border markets is higher asset-weighted medians for funds 

available for sale, compared to those locally domiciled.
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The following grades are issued in this study:
Top  

Above Average  

Average  

Below Average  

Bottom  

This terminology should help readers better understand where a market sits relative to global peers. 

Top and Above Average markets will have lower asset-weighted median expense ratios and tend  

to have investor-friendly approaches to initial charges and ongoing commissions. The mix of higher 

and lower grades around the Average grade helps identify markets that, in Morningstar's opinion, are 

adopting best practices and those that need to improve. 

Top Grades: Key Drivers 

Australia, the Netherlands, and the US receive the best grades in this year's study of fees and 

expenses. This is the third study in a row that these three countries have nabbed the highest grade in 

this area. 

What these markets have in common is ongoing fund fees that are typically unbundled. Asset-

weighted fees in the large US and Australian marketplaces show the effect of economies of scale and 

competition. Also notable, the US and Australian markets are closed to funds domiciled elsewhere, so 

that their low expenses for locally domiciled funds are not affected by more-expensive offshore funds 

when calculating the available-for-sale expenses. 

Fees and Expenses: Final Grades

3

3 

3 

3

3

Exhibit 1: Fees and Expenses Scorecard

Top Above Average  Average Below Average Bottom 

5 Australia  s New Zealand  i China  i Belgium  s Italy 

5 Netherlands  s Sweden  5 Denmark  i Canada  5 Taiwan 

5 United States  i Switzerland  i Finland  5 France 

5 Thailand  i India  5 Germany 

5 United Kingdom  5 Japan  5 Hong Kong 

5 Korea  * Mexico 

5 Norway  5 Singapore 

s South Africa  5 Spain 

Source: Morningstar, Inc.  Grade change indicators:  i Improved since last study   s Declined since last study   5 No change since last study  *New to study
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Australia and the Netherlands have banned commissions in recent years, but the timing and imple-

mentation have left the average investor in slightly different positions. In introducing its commission 

ban, Australia grandfathered existing ongoing commission arrangements. The Netherlands accelerated 

the process by requiring fund companies to move most investors into share classes that did not pay an 

ongoing fee to the adviser or distributor. In July 2019, the Australian government proposed legislation 

that would end grandfathered commissions by 1 Jan 2021.

Bottom Grades: Key Drivers 

Italy and Taiwan receive the lowest grades in this year's study. This is the second consecutive study in 

which Taiwan has received a grade of Bottom for fees and expenses. 

Taiwan's asset-weighted median fees for fixed-income funds are the highest among markets in this 

study. This is partly driven by Taiwan's heavy concentration in funds that invest in higher-cost markets, 

such as emerging-markets debt and high yield. These high expenses, a fund industry structure  

that perpetuates the use of initial charges and retrocessions, and excessive new fund launches that 

include many expensive funds drive Taiwan's Bottom grade. 

Italy falls to a Bottom grade owing to individual investors' routinely being subjected to initial charges 

and retrocessions, as well as the country's funds having some of the highest asset-weighted median 

expense ratios we measured.
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  Locally Domiciled        Available for Sale

Markets

United States

Netherlands

Australia

Sweden

Korea

Mexico

United Kingdom

Norway

Denmark

Japan

New Zealand

Thailand

Switzerland

Finland

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Singapore

Spain

Italy

France

South Africa

Belgium

China

India

Germany

Canada

Source: Morningstar, Inc.

0.50% 1.0 1.5 2.52.0

Exhibit 2: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratios for Allocation Funds

Investor-driven demand for low-cost funds contributes to the United States having the lowest asset-

weighted median expenses for allocation funds. Allocation funds are frequently executed in a fund-of-

funds structure, using traditional advisory fees for development and execution of the asset-allocation 

methodology, as well as passed-through costs from the underlying funds. Given the proliferation of 

target-date funds in the US and given that underlying fund costs are much cheaper there, the US easily 

leads asset-weighted median allocation fund costs over the next-cheapest markets, the Netherlands  

and Australia.
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  Locally Domiciled        Available for Sale

Markets

Netherlands

United States

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

Norway

Australia

Denmark

New Zealand

South Africa

Germany

Hong Kong

Finland

Korea

Japan

Singapore

France

Belgium

Thailand

China

Spain

Mexico

India

Canada

Italy

Taiwan

Source: Morningstar, Inc.

0.50% 1.0 1.5 2.52.0

Exhibit 3: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratios for Equity Funds

The order of asset-weighted median expense ratios for locally domiciled equity funds is somewhat 

dictated by the preference of retail investors for passive funds in their markets, which tend  

to be much cheaper than their active counterparts. The US has more than 20% of the asset-weighted  

total invested in passive open-end vehicles. Meanwhile, the most expensive four markets for equity 

investment have almost no assets invested in passive open-end vehicles, on average.
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  Locally Domiciled        Available for Sale

Markets

Switzerland

Norway

Sweden

Spain

Korea

United States

China

Thailand

France

Netherlands

India

Denmark

Australia

Finland

New Zealand

Germany

United Kingdom

Singapore

South Africa

Canada

Hong Kong

Belgium

Italy

Mexico

Japan

Taiwan

Source: Morningstar, Inc.

0.50% 1.0 1.5 2.52.0

Exhibit 4: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratios for Fixed Income Funds

Several European countries lead with the lowest locally domiciled fixed-income asset-weighted median 

expenses, though the respective available-for-sale medians are much pricier. Switzerland leads  

all markets with low fixed-income fees; inexpensive index-based bond funds are widely available to  

and used by Swiss retail investors, contributing to the low asset-weighted median. In the most expensive 

market, Taiwan, where funds are predominantly sold to investors by banks, the most popular funds 

anchoring the asset-weighted median are some of the most expensive.
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Exhibit 5 Fees and Expenses—Market Characteristics

Source: Morningstar, Inc. *Ongoing commissions are banned going forward, but certain existing share classes were grandfathered.

Market
Initial Charges 
Use in retail market

Ongoing Commissions 
Use in retail market

Distribution
Primary Channel 

Regulatory or Other Influence on Fees 
Notable Regulation/Events

ETFs
Use in retail market

Australia Banned Medium Large Distributors Future of Financial Advice (FoFA), 2013 
ASIC potential Commission Ban Enforcement, 2021

Low

Belgium Medium High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Low

Canada Low High Banks, Brokerage Enhanced cost disclosure via Client Relationship Model – phase 2, 2017 Medium

China Medium High Banks Regulator proposed enhanced cost disclosure, 2019 Low

Denmark Medium Medium Banks MiFID II proliferation of clean shares High

Finland Medium High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Medium

France Low High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Low

Germany High High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far High

Hong Kong High High Banks SFC enhanced point-of-sale cost disclosures, 2018 Low

India Banned High Banks, Distributors SEBI front load ban enforcement, 2009 
SEBI ban on all point-of-sale commissions, 2018 
SEBI expense ratio caps, 2019

Low

Italy Medium High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Medium

Japan Medium High Banks, Brokerage FSA initiative to discourage commission-driven business and promote fee- 
and consulting-based services, 2016

Low

Korea Low High Banks, Brokerage FSC act and decree to lower max allowed initial charges and ongoing  
commissions, 2010 
FSC introduced independent financial advisers, 2017

Low

Mexico High High Banks, Brokerage — Medium

Netherlands Banned Banned Banks Banned sales loads and ongoing commissions, no grandfathering, 2014 High

New Zealand Medium Medium Independent Advisers Financial Services Legislation Amendment Act, 2019 Low

Norway Low High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Medium

Singapore High High Banks CPF Investment Scheme planned elimination of sales charges, 2020 Low

South Africa Low Medium Independent Advisers ASISA Performance Fee Standards, 2017 Low

Spain Low High Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far Low

Sweden Low Medium Banks MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far 
Pension system funds with lower distribution fees put downward pressure 
on fees in the overall market

Low

Switzerland High High Independent Advisers, 
Banks

MiFID II but little effect on local fees so far 
Highest court banned banks from retaining commissions, 2012

Medium

Taiwan High High Banks SITCA required improved offshore fund fee disclosure, 2019 
Transition to AUM-based model to calculate fund distribution rebate, 2020

Low

Thailand Medium High Banks SEC fee notification, conflict of interest rules, 2019 Low

United Kingdom Banned Banned* Independent Advisers RDR banned new flows to share classes with initial charges and ongoing 
commissions, 2013

Low

United States Low Medium Independent Advisers Competition from do-it-yourself channels and lower costs for retirement plan 
share classes put downward fee pressure on the overall market

High

Market Characteristics 

In the above table we designate the prevalence of use of initial charges (loads) and  

ongoing commissions (retrocessions/trails) within a market, as observed by our local 

Morningstar specialists. In most markets, ongoing commissions are typically included in a 

fund’s ongoing charge without being explicitly quantified.
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The designations of Low, Medium, and High are not a comment on the quantum of these  

fees but rather the prevalence of use with retail investors. Our specialists also identify  

the primary distribution channel in each market, notable regulatory ‘events’ impacting fee 

arrangements, as well as the prevalence of use of ETFs by retail investors.

The varying levels of ETF usage among individual investors in different markets can be attrib-

uted to a number of factors. These include market maturity, ease of access to the funds, 

differences in advice models, and tax considerations, among other factors. Generally speaking, 

ETF usage among retail investors is low across most markets we studied. In Asia, where fund 

distribution is dominated by local banks that do not have an incentive to sell ETFs to individual 

investors, we noted a low level of ETF usage across the region. ETF usage is generally highest 

in mature markets with large populations of engaged retail investors, where independent, 

fee-based advice models are flourishing. ETF adoption is the highest among individual  

investors in the U.S. where ETFs have become the vehicle of choice of many self-directed 

investors and digital advice providers. ETFs also tend to be more tax-efficient relative  

to open-end mutual funds for U.S. investors. Meanwhile, the European markets can serve as 

interesting case studies to examine the interplay of these different factors. Individual investors 

in Europe can, in theory, access the same ETF menu, thanks to the UCITS framework. But  

the usage of ETFs varies from low to high across markets based on differences in accessibility, 

advice models, and more.

The prevalence of ongoing commissions remains high across 18 markets in our study, including 

most European and all Asian markets. Banks are the primary distribution channel in most of 

these markets.

The prevalence of initial charges for retail investors varies meaningfully by market. Initial  

charges are now banned in four countries (Australia, India, the Netherlands and the UK), but 

usage of initial charges remains high in some parts of Europe and Asia.
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Regulation as a driving force for lower fees 

Across multiple markets, industry regulators have been stepping up to promote fee transparency and 

fairness, as government policies have facilitated increased savings by tax incentives, compulsion,  

or both. Considerable investment industry growth, helped by rising markets and increased savings, has 

also put a spotlight on the industry and the need for retail investor protections. 

 

For example, MiFID II was rolled out across 31 European countries in early 2018 with the aim of 

increasing transparency on fees, unbundling third party research from trading costs, and providing 

better investor protection.

MiFID II also constrained the services that products can pay for out of client funds. Principally, the 

costs of any third-party research can no longer be bundled into trading costs and must be explicitly 

stated. In practice, most fund firms are now taking such research costs on their profit and  

loss statements rather than passing them along to fund investors at a product level, to the benefit  

of investors. 

The ongoing focus by regulators on costs and investor communications will continue to lead to more 

transparency and ultimately pressure on fund groups to provide good-value products. Indeed, the UK 

regulator's upcoming rules on value assessments will, in time, almost certainly see some asset 

managers extend their assessment and reporting processes beyond the UK funds they administer.

Exhibit 6: Prevalence of Initial Charges

Banned Low Medium High NA
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Additionally, independent advisers can no longer be paid via commissions from product manufacturers. 

This has not yet led to the creation of additional commission-free share classes in the same way that 

the UK and Netherlands commission bans did, owing to the relatively limited number of independents 

in many European markets. Those serving retail investors directly number even fewer. 

What's clear in Europe is that the UK and Netherlands stand out from the crowd in this regard. 

Investors in these countries buy clean share classes in which the trail commission is stripped out, be it 

through an adviser or on direct-to-consumer platforms. This came into effect in the UK at the end of 

2012 as part of the Retail Distribution Review, and similar legislation was rolled out in the Netherlands 

at the start of 2014. Following the ban, advisers were no longer permitted to receive any inducement 

from fund companies and could only be paid by investors directly for their services. 

All this has served to drive down fees and spur on the use of passives, as advisers lost a financial 

incentive to sell more expensive actively managed funds. This has ultimately led to a further decrease 

in the average vehicle cost for UK and Dutch retail investors–so much so that the Netherlands  

ranks as having the lowest asset-weighted fees for locally domiciled equities across the 26 markets  

in this study.

However, the UK regulator remains concerned about whether funds are providing value commensurate 

with the fees they charge. At the end of September 2019, fund boards will have to publicly report each 

year a summary of a detailed internal assessment of value for each fund.

India expense caps 

In September 2018, the Indian market regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India reduced 

the expense ratio caps for funds across categories. The expense ratio 'slabs' were introduced  

in 1996 and had not been altered since, which meant that the expenses had not reduced 

commensurate with the growth of the industry. With this intervention, SEBI intends to pass the 

economies of scale of larger funds to investors, which in some other markets has occurred from 

'market forces' without the need for regulatory intervention. As identified in our previous GIE 

studies, India had been amongst the most expensive geographies when it comes to expense 

ratios, especially for equity and allocation funds. With the recent expense cap reductions, India 

has seen a meaningful decrease in asset-weighted medians in this study. 
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Market Summaries
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Australia earns a Top grade for Fees and Expenses based on investor-friendly practices such as 

banned front loads, along with low asset-weighted median expenses. Australia is effectively a closed 

market for retail fund investors, and its asset-weighted medians by asset class are 0.90%, 1.23%, and 

0.60% for allocation, equity, and fixed-income funds, respectively.

Since the passage of legislation in 2013, Australia has effectively banned commissions and volume-

based payments in relation to the distribution of and advice about a range of retail investment 

products. However, mutual funds that paid ongoing commissions at the time were grandfathered  

and allowed to continue doing so. In a positive move for retail investors, the government has recently 

proposed legislation that will end grandfathered commissions as of 1 Jan 2021. The Australian 

Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) is expected to enforce the stricter rule. 

Currently, Australian investors are often able to avoid sales loads when purchasing funds without 

advice. Whilst the 2013 legislation described above did not specifically address sales loads within 

funds, only 15% of Australian retail funds have stated front loads. These loads can be retained  

by product manufacturers but not paid to financial advisers. In most instances, these funds are legacy 

retail products and are closed to new investors. 

Funds in Australia are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Performance fees do come with 

high-water marks and are typically set against appropriate hurdle rates. Terms of performance fees 

are clearly stated so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance can estimate costs for the current 

year. Published historic indirect cost ratios include performance fees, so investors know the true cost 

of the fund in the past year.

Usage of locally listed exchange-traded funds is low when compared with Australia’s total assets 

under management of around AUD 1.62 trillion as of 31 Dec 2018. ETFs account for around 2.5% of 

this figure, which is lower than most developed markets in North America and Europe. However,  

it is important to note that ETF usage in Australia is generally skewed towards retail investors and  

is growing rapidly, with more ETF products coming on line and substantial inflows to ETFs. Australia  

has a large pool of savings relative to the size of its economy because of its compulsory super- 

annuation system, which is mostly managed by institutional investors. In the case of self-directed 

retail investors, ETF usage is much higher than 2.5%. Advisers are increasingly recommending ETFs, 

although managed (mutual) fund recommendations still dominate.

Australia Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians

Domiciled % Available for Sale %

Allocation 0.90 Allocation 0.90

Equity 1.23 Equity 1.23

Fixed-Income 0.60 Fixed-Income 0.60

Fees and Expenses Grade

Top

Fees and Expenses Detail

Domiciled: Fixed Income 0.60 
 GIE Market Rank 

Domiciled: Equity 1.23
  GIE Market Rank 

Domiciled: Allocation 0.90
 

0

 3/26

3.00

 

0

 GIE Market Rank 

32.51.51.00.50 2.0

7/26

13/26

3.000

3.000

Available for Sale: Fixed Income 0.60 
 GIE Market Rank 

Available for Sale: Equity 1.23
  GIE Market Rank 

Available for Sale: Allocation 0.90
 

0

 2/26

3.00

 

0

 GIE Market Rank 

3/26

6/26

3.000

3.000

Range 5% to 95%Asset Weighted Median

ETF Usage

HL M

Ashley Murphy
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Usage of offshore ETFs by local Australian investors remains small. An exception is foreign-listed  

ETFs that are available in Australia via a local cross-listing. Offshore ETF operators historically have 

not marketed products to Australian ETF investors. However, it is worth noting that recently platform 

operators and brokers in Australia have begun to offer foreign ETFs to Australian investors, including 

retail investors. 

Tax regulation generally treats ETFs the same as other vehicles; however, ETFs have some incidental 

tax advantages over other vehicles. These incidental benefits include taking advantage of a  

capital gains discount for holding an investment longer than 12 months. Passive ETFs generally have 

low turnover, making it more likely that the discount will be received.

Australia Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Top
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Belgium Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians

Domiciled % Available for Sale %

Allocation 1.67 Allocation 1.67

Equity 1.73 Equity 1.82

Fixed-Income 1.04 Fixed-Income 1.28

Fees and Expenses Grade

Below Average

Fees and Expenses Detail

Domiciled: Fixed Income 1.04 
 

Domiciled: Equity 1.73
  

Domiciled: Allocation 1.67
 

0
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Range 5% to 95%Asset Weighted Median
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3.00
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3.00

GIE Market Rank 

GIE Market Rank 

GIE Market Rank 

GIE Market Rank 

GIE Market Rank 

GIE Market Rank 

ETF Usage

HL M

Belgium receives a Fees and Expenses grade of Below Average. The typical retail fund investor in 

Belgium faces limited purchasing options and an inability to avoid paying commissions and retroces-

sions, whether receiving advice or not. Ongoing charges of funds domiciled in Belgium tend to be  

a bit lower than those available for sale, but in either case, ongoing expenses are high. For domiciled 

funds in the allocation, equity, and fixed-income asset classes, asset-weighted median expenses  

are 1.67%, 1.73%, and 1.04%, respectively.

In Belgium, only very large investors or clients with extensive relationships with the financial 

institution in question can negotiate sales loads. Individual investors pay varied loads up to the 

maximum stated load depending on the distributor. It is also rare for investors to pay financial advice 

fees other than through commissions or retrocessions. Funds without loads or retrocessions are not 

widely available for investors in an open-end format, even when investing without external advice. 

The local banks dominate fund distribution in Belgium, and therefore advice is often restricted rather 

than fully independent.

Funds in Belgium are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Terms of performance fees are 

clearly stated, so an investor reviewing a fund's performance can estimate costs for the current year, 

except if there is a high-water mark involved in the calculation. Funds typically do not communicate 

as to when the last high-water mark was reached, making it difficult for investors to accurately 

estimate expenses in that case.

In Belgium, individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as UCITS 

funds with distribution operations in Belgium. There is a distinction in the tax regulation between 

open-end funds and exchange-traded funds depending on the domicile of the fund or ETF and its 

distribution policy. However, ETFs represent only a minority of retail investors’ assets. Access to ETFs 

and advice propositions making use of ETFs are still limited for Belgian investors.
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The Fees and Expenses grade for Canada improves to Below Average in this study, reflecting 

increased availability and uptake of retrocession-free share classes as well as the insignificance of 

front loads in Canada. The grade remains held back by asset-weighted medians that are at times 

highest of all markets in this study. In Canada’s closed market, the asset-weighted median expenses 

are 1.94% for allocation, 1.98% for equity, and 0.99% for fixed-income funds. 

Typically, investors pay a 1.00% retrocession, or embedded trailing commission, for equity funds and 

0.50% for fixed-income funds, though these numbers can vary slightly by fund provider. In Canada, 

front loads are virtually nonexistent. For the few funds that state a maximum front load in offering 

documents, individual investors are left to negotiate it with the sales agent. When purchasing funds 

without advice, investors have found it increasingly possible to invest without paying loads or trailing 

commissions, or at least a much smaller trailing commission.

The popularity of fee-based advice is growing in Canada, but a large majority of funds still pay  

a retrocession out of the management expense ratio to compensate fund dealers. In January 2017, 

provincial regulators published evidence in favour of discontinuing embedded commissions.  

A modified proposal to eliminate trailing commission payments to dealers that do not make a 

suitability determination was included in a final position paper released in September 2018 by the 

Canadian Securities Administrator (CSA). There was initially unanimous agreement among the 

provincial regulators on how deferred sales charges would be phased out, but Ontario then reversed 

its decision, effectively putting an end to the discussion of eliminating retrocessions.

In Canada, fund companies report the distribution channel for each share class: Commission-based 

Advice, Fee-based Advice, Do-It-Yourself, or Institutional. The table below illustrates the percentage  

of fund assets invested within each asset class by distribution channel for the retail share classes 

examined in this study. It is becoming more common for investors to pay for advice separately from 

trailing commissions, although the extent of this change varies somewhat by asset class. Considered 

Canada Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians

Domiciled % Available for Sale %

Allocation 1.94 Allocation 1.94

Equity 1.98 Equity 1.98

Fixed-Income 0.99 Fixed-Income 0.99

Fees and Expenses Grade

Below Average

Fees and Expenses Detail

Domiciled: Fixed Income 0.99 
 

Domiciled: Equity 1.98
  

Domiciled: Allocation 1.94
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ETF Usage

HL M
Source: Morningstar, Inc.

                Commission-based Advice                          Fee-based Advice                              Do-It-Yourself

 Asset-Weighted Median Market Share Asset-Weighted Median Market Share Asset-Weighted Median Market Share

Allocation 2.04 48% 0.92 9% 0.91 1%

Equity 2.28 22% 1.07 8% 1.05 1%

Fixed Income 1.49 5% 0.85 5% 0.60 0%

Overall 75% 22% 3%

Exhibit 7: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratios and Assets by Distribution Channel
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separately, the asset-weighted medians for share classes sold via Commission-based Advice come  

in higher than the overall medians, while the medians for share classes sold via the Fee-based Advice 

channel, which includes but is not limited to F-class funds (a designation generally used to identify 

share classes available through fee-based advisers), are substantially lower.

Funds in the Do-It-Yourself channel typically carry a trailing commission of 0.25% or less, which the 

discount broker usually collects. It’s worth noting that because this fee assessment considers  

only retail funds, it doesn’t include pooled, institutional, or high-net-worth share classes. These are 

open-end funds sold by prospectus but with negotiable fees. 

While rarely implemented, funds in Canada are permitted to charge management fees with an 

asymmetrical performance component, meaning funds can charge additional fees for outperformance 

without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. The fee must be calculated with reference 

to a total return benchmark or index that reflects the market sectors in which the fund invests and 

must be available to other persons or companies. All relevant terms of the performance fees must be 

disclosed in the prospectus, so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance could estimate the costs 

for the current year. 

Canada-listed exchange-traded fund assets are about one tenth of the size of mutual fund assets. 

Retail investors are estimated to hold 60% of ETF assets, according to Investor Economics. Canada 

does not allow individual investors to buy mutual funds registered in other jurisdictions, but 

Canadians do have access to ETFs listed outside of Canada, which make up less than 20% of 

Canadian ETF assets. About one third of retail ETF assets are held at online or discount brokerages. 

There are no tax regulations that make the use of ETFs financially unattractive for the most part. 

However, while ETFs accumulate capital gains that the investor must pay taxes on, the gains are 

automatically reinvested in the funds, making the capital gains distribution itself unavailable to help 

pay the taxes.

Investors started to receive detailed reports on the cost of their investment holdings with the full 

implementation of Client Relationship Model – phase 2, or CRM 2, on 31 July 2017. CRM 2 is an 

initiative by the CSA to improve the reporting of investment costs and performance. All investors now 

receive an annual fee/compensation report, detailing in dollars the amount paid for products and 

services: operating charges, transaction charges, payments from third parties (for example, referral 

fees and finder fees), and trailing commissions.

Canada Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Below Average
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China Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians

Domiciled % Available for Sale %

Allocation 1.77 Allocation 1.77

Equity 1.76 Equity 1.76

Fixed-Income 0.44 Fixed-Income 0.44

Fees and Expenses Grade

Average

Fees and Expenses Detail
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China receives an improved Fees and Expenses grade of Average, partly because of a relatively low 

asset-weighted median for fixed-income funds of 0.44%. China has seen a proliferation of low-fee, 

short-duration fixed-income products that have attracted assets, leading to the lower median for 

fixed-income funds. The medians for allocation and equity funds are 1.77% and 1.76%, respectively. 

China's grade continues to be held back by investors’ inability to avoid paying loads and retrocessions 

when not receiving advice. 

More than 70% of share classes in China report a front sales load, which can vary among the  

different distribution channels. For example, investors who purchase funds online often benefit from 

larger discounts to the sales load listed in the prospectus compared with those who choose to  

buy from banks.

Purchasing investment advice directly rather than through loads or trails is not a known practice  

for individual investors in China. Almost all funds are associated with retrocession fees and loads, but 

investors have access to money market funds and a few fixed-income funds without loads. Changes 

to the regulations on distributor commission disclosure in China are under way, with a proposal issued 

by the regulator in 2019 to require fund sales agents to disclose commissions and trailer fees  

to investors. 

Funds in China are not prohibited from charging management fees with a performance-based 

component. Both traditional performance fee and fulcrum fee structures exist, but in  

any case, these funds make up a small part of the investment universe, largely as a result of the 

regulator’s rigourous approval process. 

In China, investors have limited choice to invest in foreign-domiciled funds. There are a small  

number of Hong Kong-domiciled funds that investors can gain access to under the Mainland Hong 

Kong Mutual Recognition of Funds scheme.

Exchange-traded funds are available to both retail and institutional investors in China, but  

institutional investors have been the main users. It is rare for retail investors to pay for advice when 

investing in ETFs. The tax treatment for ETFs is the same as for other fund investments. Locally  

listed ETFs cover a reasonably broad number of asset classes, including domestic and global equity,  

fixed income, and commodities. Although local investors cannot access ETFs listed on foreign 

exchanges, they can gain indirect exposure through funds of funds or master-feeder funds under the 

Qualified Domestic Institutional Investor scheme.ETF Usage

HL M
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Denmark Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians

Domiciled % Available for Sale %

Allocation 1.11 Allocation 1.54

Equity 1.30 Equity 1.81

Fixed-Income 0.58 Fixed-Income 1.07
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Owing partially to a combination of somewhat lower asset-weighted median expenses for funds 

domiciled in Denmark, along with somewhat higher medians for available-for-sale funds, the 

country’s Fees and Expenses grade is Average. Locally domiciled funds have asset-weighed medians 

of 1.11% for allocation funds, 1.30% for equity funds, and 0.58% for fixed-income funds.

Mutual funds are distributed and created differently in Denmark compared with other markets  

in this study. Locally domiciled funds have a market maker and can be traded throughout the day.  

Under MiFID II and Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR), most Danish-domiciled funds 

now classify as exchange-traded funds. Taken together, Denmark has a high penetration of locally 

listed ETFs, both active and passive vehicles. But until recently, the market has been dominated  

by domestic players for retail investors. Funds with a European passport, both open-ended funds and 

ETFs, can be bought through online brokers; however, these foreign open-ended funds are not easily 

accessible outside of an insurance or pension wrapper. 

Traditional ETFs, offering passive exposure to markets, represent only a small part of investor 

portfolios but are available to investors at their local brokers. These traditional ETFs are typically 

presented on a separate list versus the locally based legal entity ‘investeringsforeninger.’  

Currently, there are different tax rules in place regarding traditional ETFs and foreign funds, where  

tax is levied on realised and unrealised gains at a higher rate than investeringsforeninger.  

There are proposed changes that will lower the tax rate on funds reporting to the tax authorities  

as equity vehicles. However, these investments would still be taxed on an ongoing basis in  

contrast to domestic mutual fund vehicles, which are taxed when the fund is redeemed. 

Owing to the structure of the Danish market, there are loads on purchases and sales of mutual funds, 

but these are quite low. The introduction of MiFID II has seen a proliferation of clean (or unbundled) 

classes in the Danish market. These clean share classes have been created for those investors who 

have a financial adviser. Do-it-yourself investors still need to invest through bundled classes, even if 

they do not receive advice. 

There are no requirements stipulating that performance fees should have some form of claw-back,  

but most of the funds with performance fees do impose a high-water mark. Funds with performance 

fees often lack a relevant hurdle, with only one fifth of these funds using a hurdle that represents the 

investable universe. That said, only 6% of domestic funds impose a performance fee, so the Danish 

market norm is to have no performance fee at all. 
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Finland Fees and Expenses
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Finland receives an improved Fees and Expenses grade of Average. Locally domiciled funds carry 

lower asset-weighted median expenses than available-for-sale funds (domiciled funds as well as 

UCITS with a "European passport"). The locally domiciled medians are 1.23% for allocation funds, 

1.51% for equity funds, and 0.60% for fixed-income funds. 

Several key players in the Finnish fund market have abolished front sales loads from their funds, but 

most providers still charge back-end loads. Putting pressure on the established players is the popular 

retail brokerage house Nordnet, which offers funds without loads. Also, investors that use an 

insurance wrapper typically do not pay loads.

Despite the MiFiD II legislation that came into force in 2018, Finnish investors still typically pay 

full-freight fees, as clean (nonrebate) share classes are not offered by many providers. Independent 

advisers, who charge a direct fee for their impartial work, are few and far between, so the ability to 

pay for advice outside of commissions and trailers is limited mostly to private banking clients.

Funds in Finland are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance; however, use of appropriate 

hurdle rates is common. Terms of performance fees are clearly stated, so an investor reviewing a 

fund's performance can estimate costs for the current year.

 

Although there is only a single Helsinki-listed exchange-traded fund, Finnish investors can gain access 

to a broad range of ETFs listed on European exchanges, and their popularity has grown in recent  

years among retail investors. There is no local tax regulation that would make the use of ETFs less 

attractive than mutual funds.
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France Fees and Expenses
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The dominance of bundled charges in France, along with investors’ inability to avoid such charges, 

even when not receiving advice, result in a Below Average grade for Fees and Expenses. The locally 

domiciled asset-weighted median expense ratios are 1.55%, 1.72%, and 0.50% for allocation, equity, 

and fixed-income funds, respectively.

Investors in France are left to negotiate loads with their financial advisers. It is rare for investors to 

pay financial advice fees other than through commissions or retrocessions. Funds without such 

commissions are available in France but constitute only a small part of investor assets. Funds without 

front loads are widely available, but most carry retrocessions to compensate for advice. In general,  

it is still rare in France for investors to pay for independent financial advice outside of commissions 

and expenses.

Funds in France are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component, yet without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Most funds that  

charge performance fees use appropriate benchmarks or hurdle rates. Terms of performance fees  

are described in plain language most of the time, and investors reviewing a fund’s performance  

can roughly estimate costs for the current year except if there is a high-water mark involved in the 

calculation. Funds typically do not communicate when the last high-water mark was reached,  

making it difficult for investors to accurately estimate expenses in that case.

In France, individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as UCITS 

funds with distribution operations in France. Aside from fixed-income funds, which currently  

have lower fees on average, the ongoing charges of funds domiciled in France are generally in line 

with those offered from foreign fund sponsors.

There is no distinction in the tax regulation between open-end funds and exchange-traded funds. 

There are a significant number of ETFs domiciled in France through a Fonds Commun de Placement 

(FCP) structure, which are being migrated to the UCITS framework to increase their appeal to 

non-French investors. Nonetheless, ETFs represent only a minority of French retail investors’ assets.
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Germany Fees and Expenses
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Germany receives a grade of Below Average for Fees and Expenses. The sales method of combining 

front loads with trailing commissions is still the dominant model, and asset-weighted median 

expenses for allocation funds are among the highest in this study, at 1.80% for domiciled funds. The 

respective asset-weighted medians for domiciled equity and allocation funds, at 1.46% and 0.74%, 

rank somewhat better. 

Investors in Germany are left to negotiate sales loads with the sales agent upon purchase depending 

on the amount invested and the advice required. It is rare for investors to pay financial advice fees 

other than through commissions or retrocessions. Funds with no loads exist in Germany but make up 

a small percentage of assets. No-load funds often charge higher ongoing fees, thus resulting in 

higher expenses for long-term investors. 

Clean share classes are becoming more widely available but are generally not directly available to 

do-it-yourself investors in Germany. Clean share classes are accessible only through fee-based 

advisers or discretionary portfolio management services. There has been limited willingness among 

retail investors to pay for advice separately from embedded charges, which has hampered the  

uptake of clean shares.

In Germany, individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as UCITS 

funds with distribution operations in Germany. The total expense ratios of equity and fixed-income 

funds domiciled in Germany are generally lower than those offered from foreign fund sponsors, while 

locally domiciled allocation funds tend to be more expensive.

There are multiple exchange-traded funds listed on the Frankfurt stock exchange, and these are 

commonly used by retail investors. Retail investors can also gain access to ETFs listed on other 

European exchanges; however, their usage has been low anecdotally. It is rare for investors to pay for 

advice for investments in ETFs, but where it exists, fee-based advisers, including robo-advisers,  

tend to use ETFs. There is no local tax regulation that makes the use of ETFs financially unattractive; 

ETFs are treated similarly to other funds with respect to taxation.
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Hong Kong Fees and Expenses

Asset-Weighted Medians
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Hong Kong receives a Fees and Expenses grade of Below Average. Higher asset-weighted median 

fees, especially for available-for-sale equity and fixed-income funds, as well as the pervasiveness of 

front loads and trailing commissions, weigh on the score. UCITS funds make up the majority of the 

available-for-sale universe in Hong Kong and tend to be more expensive than locally domiciled funds. 

Overall, the asset-weighted medians for allocation, equity, and fixed-income funds available for sale  

in Hong Kong are 1.62%, 1.89%, and 1.41%, respectively.

In Hong Kong, maximum sales loads are stated in the fund prospectus. However, actual sales loads 

may vary depending on the fund distributor. More than 85% of funds, whether domiciled or available 

for sale in Hong Kong, report charging front loads. Funds with no loads are accessible to Hong 

Kong-based investors but make up a minimal part of retail investors’ assets. On the other hand, funds 

without trail commissions are technically registered for sale in Hong Kong but are not actually 

accessible to the average retail investor given that fund distribution is dominated by intermediaries, 

notably banks.

The concentration of distributors in Hong Kong presents challenges for asset managers in trailer  

fee negotiations. In Hong Kong, it is common for trailer fees to make up as much as 50% of a fund’s 

management fees, although this can be even higher for small or new asset managers with less 

negotiating power. Since November 2018, the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong  

(SFC) has enhanced point-of-sale disclosure by requiring intermediaries to disclose the maximum 

percentage of trailer fees received for a particular fund per the distribution agreement and to make a 

one-time disclosure on whether the intermediary is "independent."

 

Funds in Hong Kong are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. However, it must be charged on 

a high-water-mark principle, as required by regulation. All relevant terms of performance fees are 

disclosed accompanied by an illustrative example, so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance can 

estimate costs for the current year. 

 

Locally listed exchange-traded funds are not commonly used by retail investors. Statistics from the 

Stock Exchange of Hong Kong showed that ETF turnover accounted for around 5% of Main Board 

turnover in 2017 and 2018. While retail investors can invest in non-locally listed ETFs, such as 

US-listed ETFs, through brokers or online platforms, the usage had been low anecdotally. It is rare for 

investors to pay for advice for investments in ETFs, and there has not yet been a proliferation of 

robo-advisers that would use ETFs as building blocks in investment portfolios. There is no local tax 

regulation that makes the use of ETFs financially unattractive; ETFs are generally treated similarly to 

other funds with respect to taxation.
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India Fees and Expenses
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India’s Fees and Expenses grade improves to Average in this study, driven by the combination of a 

relatively lower asset-weighted median of 0.54% for fixed-income funds, which reflects traction  

in commission-free share classes, and relatively higher asset-weighted medians of 1.78% and 1.93% 

for allocation and equity funds, respectively. Investor-friendly regulations banning front loads and 

up-front commissions and capping investment charges contribute positively to the country’s grade.

India largely follows a bundled expense ratio structure with commissions embedded into the expense 

ratios of funds. Investors do not incur any additional costs such as advisory fees, platform fees, or 

front-end loads when purchasing distributor share classes. In response to regulation, fund companies 

in India have also launched commission-free share classes, known as direct plans, without up-front  

or trailer commissions since January 2013. Investors benefit from the lower expense ratios of these 

share classes compared with distributor share classes. Direct plans also have low investment minimums 

equivalent to those of the distributor share class, thus making direct plans accessible to all investors. 

Investors can purchase these commission-free share classes either directly or through an adviser.

Assets in direct share classes have been rising gradually among investors who have partnered  

with fee-based advisers. Still, the majority of individual investors seek the services of mutual fund 

distributors and thus invest through a commission embedded plan, resulting in India’s relatively 

higher asset-weighted medians. Taken separately, the medians considering only distributor plans 

come in higher than the overall medians, while the medians for direct plans are more  

competitive globally.

In India, charging front-end loads has not been permitted since August 2009. Funds are still allowed 

to charge deferred loads, and these are non-negotiable. It is important to note, however, that these 

deferred (exit) loads are credited back to the net asset value of the fund, thus benefitting fundholders 

that stay invested.

Source: Morningstar, Inc.

                                   Distributor Plans                                    Direct Plans

 Asset-Weighted Median Market Share Asset-Weighted Median Market Share

Allocation 1.81 18% 1.11 2%

Equity 2.00 36% 1.07 7%

Fixed Income 1.15 19% 0.32 17%

Overall 74% 26%

Exhibit 8: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratios and Assets by Distribution Channel
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India Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Average
In the earlier regime, front-end loads charged were typically paid to distributors as commissions. After 

the ban on front-end loads, fund companies would pay a front-end commission to a distributor, but 

the same could no longer be directly charged to fund investors and was instead paid out of the total 

expense ratio of the fund. The Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) in October 2018 released 

guidelines to stop the practice of paying up-front commissions, and now only trail commissions can 

be paid to distributors, except in the case of Systematic Investment Plans where limited up-front 

commissions are still permitted.

While still a small fund market relative to many others in this study, India’s fund industry has seen 

rapid growth in assets under management. This growth prompted SEBI to require asset managers to 

pass economies of scale back to investors through lower ongoing charges. The regulator capped the 

maximum expense ratios that can be charged to a fund based on the size of a fund. Distributor share 

class expense ratios have declined anywhere from 5 to 30 basis points since the regulation took effect 

in April 2019. 

Investors in India sometimes pay for advice in addition to vehicle-related expenses while investing in 

commission-free share classes, though such instances are still limited. The regulator promotes 

transparency at all levels and has made it mandatory for disclosure of commissions earned by the 

distributor to appear in the customer account statements.

Funds in India are not permitted to charge performance fees. Individual investors do not truly have 

the choice to invest in foreign-domiciled funds as India has capital controls in place, but SEBI has 

allowed domestic asset managers to offer locally domiciled rupee-denominated funds, which invest 

into permitted foreign securities or feeder funds up to an overall industry limit of USD 7 billion.  

The total expense ratio of a typical fund available for sale is identical to the typical domiciled fund,  

but these funds tend to be tax-inefficient.

Exchange-traded funds represent a small subset of the Indian fund industry, and most ETF flows are 

from institutional investors. ETFs are taxed in a similar fashion to mutual funds. While low-cost locally 

listed ETFs are available, usage by retail investors is relatively low, and it is rare for retail investors to 

pay for advice when making an investment in ETFs. Most Indian investors prefer active management, 

given active managers’ relative success versus passive investments in capitalizing on inefficiencies in 

the developing Indian investment markets. Retail investors can gain access to ETFs listed on foreign 

exchanges subject to capital controls and setting up of an offshore account.
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Italy Fees and Expenses
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Italy falls to a Bottom grade in this study based on individual investors’ routinely being subject to front 

loads and retrocessions, as well as high asset-weighted median expenses across the board. For locally 

domiciled allocation, equity, and fixed-income funds, the asset-weighted medians are 1.55%, 2.03%, 

and 1.11%, respectively.

In Italy, individual investors are left to negotiate stated loads with the sales agent. Funds or share 

classes with no loads are accessible to Italian investors but are often more expensive in terms of base 

fees. In practice, companies state a maximum front and exit load in their official documents, but the 

actual amount charged to investors will vary and is often scrapped altogether.

It is relatively rare for investors to pay financial-advice fees other than through commissions or 

retrocessions. Investors purchasing funds without advice can locate products without loads or trail 

commissions, but these constitute a small percentage of investor assets. Funds without trail  

commissions are technically registered for sale in Italy but are not easily accessible for the average 

retail investor given that fund distribution is dominated by intermediaries, notably banks. 

Funds in Italy are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance compo-

nent without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance, but fees in most cases may be  

levied only if the performance is both positive and above a stated benchmark. For Italian-domiciled 

funds, the frequency is at least annual. All relevant terms of performance fees are generally clearly 

stated, so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance can estimate costs for the current year. 

 

Locally listed exchange-traded funds are used by retail investors to some extent, and retail investors 

can also invest in ETFs listed on foreign exchanges through brokers or online platforms. It is rare  

for investors to pay for advice for investments in ETFs, although this practice is more common now 

with the advent of robo-advisers, which use predominately ETFs as building blocks in investment 

portfolios. There is no local tax regulation that makes the use of regional ETFs financially unattractive; 

European-domiciled ETFs are generally treated similarly to other funds with respect to taxation.
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Japan Fees and Expenses
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Japan receives a Fees and Expenses grade of Average based on a slowly evolving advice and 

commission model combined with a mix of high asset-weighted medians for fixed-income funds and 

lower relative expenses for allocation and equity. For locally domiciled funds, the asset-weighted 

medians are 1.17%, 1.65%, and 1.25% for allocation, equity, and fixed income, respectively.

In Japan, maximum sales loads are stated in the fund prospectus. However, actual sales loads may 

vary depending on the fund distributor. In practice, investors can pick and choose between fund 

distributors for lower loads. In Japan, just over 75% of funds report maximum sales loads; however, 

many of these funds are available without loads through web-based distributors. In addition to 

web-based distributors, no-load funds have also become available through traditional banks and 

brokerage channels, sometimes via seasonal sales when the loads are waived. 

Ongoing fees for no-load index funds are a notable topic for Japanese investors. Most fund manage-

ment companies that belong to dominant financial groups (banks and securities companies) offer 

no-load index fund series, and their ongoing fees are under intense competition. Now all basic asset 

class index funds and allocation funds are available at less than 0.20% of ongoing fees, with 

minimum purchase requirements as low as JPY 100 or JPY 500 at some channels.

While it is still rare for investors to pay for advice other than through loads, robo-advisers are 

becoming more familiar to the younger generation, and wrap accounts using multi-asset funds have 

become popular for elder investors over the past three to six years. The growth in popularity of wrap 

accounts is partly a response to the Financial Service Agency (FSA) initiative to discourage high-

turnover, commission-driven business and to promote fee- and consulting-based services for long-

term investments. However, the move toward reasonable account administration fees for wrap 

accounts is a work in progress, as current fees seem expensive for individual investors. Furthermore, 

there are no rules for separately disclosing the cost elements of wrap accounts, making it difficult for 

investors to compare between service providers.

Funds in Japan are permitted to charge asymmetrical performance fees. All relevant terms of 

performance fees are disclosed, but the actual expense is aggregated with the management fee in 

historical reports. As of 1 Sept 2019, the Investment Trusts Association, Japan (JITA) rules require 

funds to disclose total expense ratios and their compositions in annual reports. In particular, the new 

disclosures will show a clearer picture for the total cost of funds of funds and their invested funds.

In Japan, individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as foreign 

funds that choose to register in Japan. Expense ratios of fixed-income funds tend to be higher than in 

other markets, at least in part because most Japanese funds invest in foreign fixed-income securities 
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Japan Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Average
given the negative yields in the domestic bond market. In such cases, funds sometimes use third-

party subadvisers that are based in the United States, Europe, or Australia, which adds to manage-

ment expense.

Usage of exchange-traded funds by retail investors is relatively low and tends to be trading-oriented. 

Leveraged/inverse ETFs are often among the most traded ETFs by value on the local exchange. 

Non-locally listed ETFs, such as US-listed ETFs, are available through local brokers. Retail investors 

sometimes pay for advice when investing in ETFs by utilizing robo-advisers that use local- and 

foreign-listed ETFs as building blocks in investment portfolios. ETFs are generally treated similarly to 

other funds with respect to taxes.
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Korea Fees and Expenses
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Higher asset-weighted medians for equity and fixed-income funds available for sale in Korea, along 

with the inability of investors to avoid paying trailing commissions, counter the positive characteristics 

of the country's fund market, resulting in a Fees and Expenses grade of Average. Locally domiciled 

allocation funds carry an asset-weighted median expense ratio of 1.00%, with equity at 1.54% and 

fixed income at 0.42%.

In Korea, maximum sales loads are stated in the fund prospectus. However, actual sales loads may 

vary depending on the fund distributor. In practice, investors can pick and choose between distribu-

tion channels for lower loads. Only 20%-25% of funds, whether domiciled or available for sale in 

Korea, report charging a front load. Funds without loads are widely available and account for a large 

part of retail investors’ assets. On the other hand, funds without trail commissions do not exist in an 

open-end format, and it is uncommon for investors to pay separately for advice when selecting funds. 

Like many fund markets in Asia, distribution fees (which are fixed and non-negotiable) are considered 

to contain advisory services.

In Korea, intermediaries charge a distribution fee, which typically ranges between 60% and 70% of 

the total expense ratio. Korea has implemented a few regulatory changes in recent years, such as the 

adoption of a new performance fee system. In 2019, higher requirements were put into place for 

quasi-advisory licenses, such as reporting periods and mandatory education, as well as for setting 

ground rules for disqualification. The Financial Services Commission (FSC) introduced independent 

financial advisers in 2017, although so far none have registered owing to a high initial capital 

requirement and certain product restrictions.

Though uncommon in practice, retail funds have been permitted to charge asymmetrical performance 

fees since 2017. In other words, funds are permitted to charge performance fees with no offsetting 

fee reduction for underperformance, but high-water marks or use of appropriate hurdle rates and 

benchmarks are common. Fund documents disclose the relevant terms of the performance fee such 

that an investor can accurately estimate expenses.

It is rare for Korean investors to pay for advice related to exchange-traded fund investments. A 

number of robo-advisers use ETFs as building blocks, but assets under management remain small, 

anecdotally. Statistics from the Korea Exchange (KRX) show that, in 2018, ETF transactions accounted 

for 10% of the overall market transaction value; within all retail transactions, ETF transactions 

accounted for 6% of the overall market. However, transactions in leveraged/inverse ETFs accounted 

for the majority of ETF activity, at around 60% of total ETF transaction value, suggesting that investors 

use ETFs mainly for trading. Retail investors can invest in non-locally listed ETFs through brokers, but 

the usage has been low anecdotally. ETFs are generally taxed similarly to other funds.
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Mexico Fees and Expenses
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Mexico receives an inaugural grade of Below Average, driven by high equity and fixed-income 

asset-weighted medians and the difficulty Mexican investors face in avoiding trailing commissions 

when purchasing funds without advice. In Mexico’s closed fund market, the 1.00% asset-weighted 

median for allocation funds scores well against the domiciled and available-for-sale universes; 

however, the medians for equity and fixed-income funds, at 1.85% and 1.25%, respectively, are among 

the highest for locally domiciled funds in this study.

In Mexico, mutual funds establish a maximum sales load by prospectus, but distributors set the front 

load ultimately charged to investors, and these may vary from one institution to another. Retail 

investors work directly with advisers at large financial institutions, while independent financial 

advisers almost exclusively cater to high-net-worth individuals. Investors may pay financial advice fees 

outside of bundled fund expenses, although this is not common practice. Funds without front loads  

or trailers are available in Mexico but constitute only a small part of retail investors’ assets. Only funds 

domiciled in Mexico are available to Mexican investors.

Funds in Mexico are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component, yet without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. In practice, however, there 

are no such funds with this scheme at this time. Terms of performance fees are expected to be 

described in relevant terms such that investors can accurately estimate costs for the current year. 

In Mexico, individual investors cannot invest in non-locally listed exchange-traded funds, and they 

make moderate use of locally listed ETFs. The locally listed ETF menu includes a large number  

of US-domiciled ETFs that are cross-listed on the local exchange. It is rare for individual investors to 

pay for advice when investing in ETFs, and the tax treatment of ETFs is generally similar to that of  

other funds.
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Netherlands Fees and Expenses
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Fees and Expenses Detail

ETF Usage

HL M

The Netherlands earns a Top Fees and Expenses grade in the study as a result of investor-friendly 

regulations that prohibit front loads and trailing commissions, as well as asset-weighted medians that 

are among the lowest in this study. For locally domiciled funds, the medians for allocation, equity, and 

fixed-income funds are 0.64%, 0.50%, and 0.50%, respectively. 

In the Netherlands, the collecting of sales loads and trail commissions is forbidden. Since the ban on 

adviser retrocessions in 2014, investors pay advisers directly for advice rather than through rebates. 

Sales channels have introduced services with advisory fees to replace the prior payment mechanisms. 

Prohibited compensation arrangements are no longer supported, even for prior or existing invest-

ments at the time of the regulatory change; investors were shifted from share classes with retroces-

sions into classes without retrocessions.

Funds in the Netherlands are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical perfor-

mance component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Most funds that charge 

performance fees use appropriate benchmarks or hurdle rates. Terms of performance fees are 

described in plain language most of the time, and investors reviewing a fund’s performance can 

roughly estimate costs for the current year except if there is a high-water mark involved in the 

calculation. Funds typically do not communicate when the last high-water mark was reached, making 

it difficult for investors to accurately estimate expenses in that case.

Dutch individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as UCITS funds 

with distribution operations in the Netherlands. The ongoing charges of funds domiciled in the 

Netherlands are lower on average than those offered from foreign fund sponsors. 

There is no distinction in the tax regulation between open-end funds and exchange-traded funds. 

ETFs are widely used by Dutch investors and represent a significant part of retail investors’ assets. 

Dutch investors have access to a large number of ETFs traded at Euronext Amsterdam, and ETFs 

traded at other regional exchanges are easily accessible as well. As with other advice propositions,  

it is common for investors to pay directly for advice for investments in ETFs.
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New Zealand Fees and Expenses
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New Zealand’s Above Average grade for Fees and Expenses reflects a better-than-typical investor 

experience driven largely by a receptive market for fee-based investors, as well as mostly competitive 

asset-weighted medians. New Zealand posts medians of 1.18% for allocation funds, 1.32% for equity 

funds, and 0.64% for fixed-income funds, which compare particularly well against other available-for-

sale markets.

In New Zealand, individual investors are left to negotiate stated loads directly with the sales agent. 

Most non-KiwiSaver funds, whether domiciled or available for sale in New Zealand, report charging 

front loads, although depending on purchase place or adviser, these can be negotiated down to zero. 

No-load funds have recently been made directly accessible to New Zealand-based investors; while 

growing, they currently make up a minimal part of retail investors’ assets.

Including KiwiSaver retirement savings accounts, there are only a small percentage of New Zealand 

funds that have loads or trailing commissions. While balances are small for the majority of New 

Zealanders, KiwiSaver is the only managed fund style investment most are likely to own. However, 

given that retirement assets were excluded globally for this study, KiwiSaver funds were not included 

in the asset-weighted median calculations. 

Funds in New Zealand are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. All relevant terms of perfor-

mance fees are disclosed, so a generally sophisticated investor reviewing a fund’s performance can 

estimate costs for the current year. The benchmark does not have to bear any relevance to the fund 

assets or objectives and is often cash-based, which leads to poor investor outcomes and large 

performance fees for asset management firms.

For financial advice, it is most common for investors to pay percentage-based advice fees rather than 

fund commissions and retrocessions. Passed in 2019, the Financial Services Legislation Amendment 

Act will change how financial advice is regulated beginning in June 2020. It includes a new code of 

conduct for financial advice providers and has the intention of improving New Zealanders’ access to 

quality advice.

In New Zealand, individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as 

foreign funds that register for sale, predominately from Australia. The industry has created product in 

certain asset classes to bring market-leading investment options to New Zealand via overseas firms, 

although the selection is not great in all asset classes. The expense ratios of funds domiciled in New 

Zealand are typically competitive with foreign fund sponsors, exchange-traded funds being the 
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New Zealand Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Above Average
notable exception. Although New Zealand-based ETF proponents would argue the importance of 

access, tax imposts and trading costs can even the playing field somewhat against the higher 

expense ratios for certain investor types.

Locally listed ETFs are not commonly used by retail investors, but this is slowly changing with more 

interest and flows into these vehicles, and more options—particularly as the fees have come down 

recently. Retail investors can invest in non-locally listed ETFs, such as US-listed ETFs, through brokers 

or online platforms. The usage has been historically higher than for locally listed ETFs; however, the 

locally listed products are gaining some market share back. It is rare for investors to pay for advice for 

investments in ETFs, and there has not yet been a proliferation of robo-advisers, which would use 

ETFs as building blocks in investment portfolios. There is local tax regulation that makes the use of 

ETFs financially unattractive, particularly for low-income taxpayers, as these are all single-rate 

Portfolio Investment Entities (PIEs). If an investor is in the top-tax paying bracket, there is no distinc-

tion between an ETF and a standard mutual fund. 
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Norway Fees and Expenses
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Norway receives a Fees and Expenses grade of Average. Comparatively reasonable asset-weighted 

medians for locally domiciled asset classes are countered by more-expensive available-for-sale 

numbers. Domiciled medians for allocation, equity, and fixed-income funds are 1.05%, 1.20%, and 

0.40%, respectively.

In Norway, investors can avoid paying loads by investing with online brokerage firms and directly with 

fund companies, even though stated loads can be high. Since the introduction of MiFID II, there has 

been a slight increase in the number of clean share classes being launched, but these have generally 

been made to satisfy needs in other European markets. For example, Skagen distributes its funds in 

the Netherlands and UK, where clean classes are required. There are some advisers that are classified 

as independent financial advisers under MiFID II rules, and these typically target one or several of the 

segments like high-net-worth individuals, foundations, and institutional clients. Independent financial 

advisers are estimated to be in the minority, as most retail investors purchase funds through banks. 

The full effects of the new regulations have not yet been realized in Norway.

Fees have trended downwards over the years, partly because of fee cuts at existing vehicles, partly 

because of several launches of cheaper passive and semipassive vehicles, and because of the launch 

of clean share classes on equity and allocation funds. There is no evidence of a similar trend when 

looking at fixed-income funds, but these funds are already competitive in a European context and 

have been for some time. To protect long-term shareholder interests, swing pricing has started to be 

used more frequently.

A circular from the Financial Services Authority from 2001 mandated that mutual funds directed at 

retail clients cannot have asymmetrical performance fees. However, that circular was retired in 2017, 

following the Mutual Fund Association issuing guidelines surrounding performance fees. As such, 

these guidelines are now being used as a reference for performance fees. We still see performance 

fees with fulcrum charges in the market, but newer funds tend to follow the more lenient guidelines. 

The guidelines stipulate that there should be some form of claw-back mechanism, either through 

fulcrum charges or high-water marks. In addition, funds should select a relevant benchmark and 

should have lower starting ongoing charges compared with funds without performance fees.

Only a few locally listed exchange-traded funds exist in the market. However, there is a vibrant 

exchange-traded notes market, with these products having leverage or tracking an individual stock 

with leverage. That said, most brokers offer a full suite of ETFs listed on exchanges within the 

European Union. These products are treated the same as all other UCITS funds in terms of taxation 

and regulation. In addition, the locally domiciled index tracker funds have competitive fees when 

compared with the ETFs available in the European market.
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Singapore Fees and Expenses
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The Fees and Expenses grade for Singapore is Below Average. The use of front loads, limited avail-

ability of retrocession-free share classes, and several high asset-weighted medians contribute 

negatively in the scoring. Domiciled asset-weighted medians are better than the available-for-sale 

values, with allocation, equity, and fixed-income medians of 1.45%, 1.71%, and 0.84%, respectively.

In Singapore, maximum sales loads are stated in the fund prospectus. However, actual sales loads 

may vary depending on the fund distributor. More than 85% of funds, whether domiciled or available 

for sale in Singapore, report charging front loads. Funds with no loads are accessible to Singapore-

based investors but make up a minimal part of retail investors’ assets. It is possible but rare for 

investors to pay for advice other than through commissions or retrocessions. Most investors pay a 

financial adviser through retrocessions embedded in the expense ratio. Funds without retrocessions 

are technically registered for sale in Singapore but are not actually accessible to the average retail 

investor given that fund distribution is dominated by intermediaries, notably banks.

Very few investors in Singapore utilize fee-based advice, and financial advice fees are typically 

bundled. Retrocessions can make up 50% of the total expense ratio of a fund. In 2018, the govern-

ment announced it would reduce expenses for the Central Provident Fund (CPF) Investment Scheme, 

the local compulsory savings plan, by lowering sales charges to 0% from 3.0% and lowering the cap 

on wrap fees to 0.4% from 1.0% in two phases. The first phase was effective 1 Oct 2018, which 

capped sales charges and wrap fees at 1.5% and 0.7%, respectively; the second phase is expected to 

take effect on 1 Oct 2020.

Funds in Singapore are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. However, it must be charged on 

a high-water mark principle, as required by regulation. All relevant terms of performance fees are 

disclosed accompanied by an illustrative example, so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance can 

estimate costs for the current year.

Retail investors do not commonly use locally listed exchange-traded funds in Singapore. In 2018, ETF 

transactions on the Singapore Exchange accounted for only 1% of total market turnover. Non-locally 

listed ETFs, such as those listed in the United States and Hong Kong, are available to Singapore 

investors through brokers and designated accounts but are not commonly used. It is rare for investors 

to pay for advice for investments in ETFs. In Singapore, robo-advisory is at its early stage of develop-

ment. A number of robo-advisers have emerged in the country over the past few years, where they 

predominately use ETFs as building blocks in investment portfolios. There is no local tax regulation 

that makes the use of ETFs financially unattractive; ETFs are generally treated similarly to other funds 

with respect to taxation.
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South Africa’s Fees and Expenses grade falls to Average in this study, owing largely to a mix of more 

and less expensive asset-weighted median fees. Domiciled allocation funds are relatively expensive, 

with a median of 1.60%, while the medians for domiciled equity and fixed-income funds are 1.36% 

and 0.85%, respectively. The prominence of performance fees and their poor comparability is  

a negative factor, but the accessibility of no-load, no-trail funds for do-it-yourself investors is a plus.

In South Africa, individual investors are left to negotiate stated loads (known as initial charges) with 

the sales agent, but these are often scaled down depending on the size of the investment. The fee is 

usually negotiated and paid directly to the adviser through the redemption of units. Fund manage-

ment companies do not typically charge initial fees for direct investments in collective investment 

schemes. While it does occur, it is not very common for an investor to pay for advice as a fixed fee as 

opposed to a percentage of assets under management. When purchasing funds without advice, 

funds without loads or trail commissions are accessible and make up a large part of investors' assets.  

Funds in South Africa are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance if provided for in the trust deed 

of the collective investment scheme portfolio. The Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) approves 

trust deeds, and the trust deeds may not be changed without the consent of most investors and the 

approval of the FSCA. Performance fees in South Africa are very common, do not have a uniform 

structure, and vary meaningfully, making them difficult to compare and understand. Performance fees 

can skew expense ratios in South Africa from year to year depending on performance in prior periods. 

Effective 1 Jan 2017, the Association for Savings and Investment South Africa (ASISA) introduced a 

new Performance Fee Standard that aims to guide its members in terms of acceptable practices and 

complements the ASISA Effective Annual Cost and Total Expense Ratio Standards. While this 

standard is a step in the right direction, it provides only broad guidelines for members on what is 

acceptable in terms of performance fee structures. 

Locally listed exchange-traded funds have become more readily available to South African retail 

investors; however, ETFs still account for a very small portion of retail investors’ allocations. Likewise, 

globally listed ETFs are available to local investors but do not account for a significant percentage of 

retail investors’ global allocations. The most common use of global ETFs is by small or boutique asset 

managers that do not have the capacity or investment team depth to do global stock-picking in their 

collective investment schemes and therefore make use of ETFs to gain access to global markets. This, 

however, still makes up a small portion of retail assets. Advice fees are common when ETFs are used 

by South African investors. ETFs are generally treated similarly to other funds with respect to taxation.
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The Fees and Expenses Grade for Spain is Below Average. The 0.41% asset-weighted median for 

locally domiciled fixed income is among the lowest in this study, but expenses for other asset classes 

and available-for-sale funds are far less competitive. The domiciled asset-weighted medians for 

allocation and equity funds are 1.45% and 1.83%, respectively. Spain's grade is further hampered by 

the prominent use of performance fees that are not well-disclosed and the use of trailing commissions  

in even those fund products purchased without advice.

In Spain, sales loads are stated and non-negotiable, and less than 10% of locally domiciled funds state 

a front load. However, it is not common for investors to pay for advice outside of commissions and 

expenses. There are very few independent financial advisers in Spain—around 150 at the end of 

March 2019, according to the National Securities Market Commission (CNMV), the Spanish regulator.

Since the introduction of MiFID II, clean share classes have been created to comply with the directive, 

but those classes are only accessible to professional investors through financial advisers, private 

banks, or through managed portfolios offered by the big banks. They are not accessible to retail 

investors. The same is true for clean share classes from foreign funds. The locally domiciled Spanish 

clean share classes typically have a management fee that is more than 50% cheaper than the 

traditional classes, illustrating the importance of the distribution fee paid by the retail investors. 

Performance fees are relatively common (though not included in the total ongoing charge). According 

to Morningstar data, close to 20% of Spanish equity funds (excluding the local SICAVs) charge a 

performance fee, and the percentage climbs to 30% for balanced funds (where the bulk of the money 

of retail investors is invested). Despite the regulator not banning asymmetrical performance fees, 

nobody applies them. It is very difficult for retail investors to know exactly how much they have paid 

for the performance fee, but MiFID will correct this as it requires fees—including the performance 

fee—to be reported to investors in euros. Spain has been slower than other European markets to 

implement MiFID II, so investors have yet to see monetary representation of fees.

There are very few exchange-traded funds listed on the Spanish Stock Exchange, and the ones most 

commonly bought by investors are those that replicate the IBEX 35 Index. Investors who invest in ETFs 

tend to buy those listed on other European exchanges. The fund distribution network in Spain is 

dominated by local banks that do not have an incentive to sell ETFs to retail investors. 

However, the main reason for the lack of appeal of ETFs in Spain is the way they are taxed compared 

with mutual funds: ETFs are treated as stocks rather than funds. An investor can switch from one 

mutual fund to another without paying taxes (the taxable event occurs only at the time of final 
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Spain Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Below Average
redemption of the investment), but this doesn’t apply to ETFs, which are classified as common stocks 

and not as investment funds. That explains why ETFs are generally not used by financial advisers, and 

even robo-advisers prefer to use index funds instead of ETFs.
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Sweden’s grade for Fees and Expenses falls to Above Average in this year’s study. Low asset-

weighted medians for domiciled asset classes of 0.93%, 0.60%, and 0.40% for allocation, equity, and 

fixed-income funds, respectively, contribute to the positive score. Available-for-sale medians  

are somewhat less competitive, and it is still relatively common for retail investors in Sweden to pay 

ongoing commissions related to fund distribution. 

Fund fees in Sweden are among the lowest in Europe. This is driven both by the popularity of 

investing, which has attracted competition to the market, as well as a pension system that strongly 

nudges fund companies towards offering large rebates on their fund fees within the asset-rich state 

pension and collective employee pension savings systems. In total, rebates are paid on more than 

50% of Swedish mutual fund savings. 

While negotiable, loads are very rare for funds domiciled in Sweden; less than 5% of locally domiciled 

funds report front loads. Foreign funds, even with stated loads, usually do not charge them in the 

Swedish market. Institutions also demand rebates and, as this is common practice for both retail and 

institutional investors, clean share classes have not made much inroads into Sweden. 

The dominance of pension saving from an early age, in combination with a strong stock-investing 

culture in which risk-taking is well tolerated, means some 59% of fund assets are invested in pure 

equity funds, while only 16% are in fixed income. Trail commission-paid advisers and other high-cost 

distribution companies mainly market high-fee allocation funds, especially fund-of-funds, resulting  

in a higher asset-weighted median for locally domiciled allocation funds than for equity funds.

Also, the Swedish regulator Finansinspektionen does not permit complex fee structures; it allows a 

few external costs, such as custody and regulatory fees, to be charged separately. This means that 

funds domiciled in Sweden usually have very small differences between the stated management fee 

and KIID ongoing charges.

Funds in Sweden are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Terms of performance fees are 

clearly stated, so an investor reviewing a fund’s performance can estimate costs for the current year.

There are very few locally listed exchange-traded funds on the Swedish Stock Exchange. Retail 

investors can gain access to those ETFs listed on any European exchange, and there is no detrimental 

tax treatment of ETFs relative to other investment funds. Usage of passive ETFs by retail investors 

remains low given their higher investing risk appetites generally, although they may have exposure 

indirectly through their pensions.
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Switzerland Fees and Expenses
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Switzerland’s Fees and Expenses grade improves to Above Average in this year’s study. Switzerland 

leads all markets with low asset-weighted median expenses for domiciled fixed income, at 0.26%.  

The median for equity funds, at 0.83%, is also among the lowest in this study, but the 1.20% domiciled 

allocation median is more middle-of-the-road. Less investor-friendly fee arrangements, such as the 

persistent use of front loads, hamper a higher overall score. 

Fund fees in Switzerland are defined broadly in fund legislation. Aside from the regulation by law, 

self-regulation by the Swiss fund industry, which has enacted codes of conduct that are explicitly 

recognized by the regulator, is also part of the regulatory framework. There is specific mention in the 

codes of conduct that fees are negotiable.

According to the self-regulation of the Swiss Fund Association, fund promoters must disclose all fees 

that might accrue when investing in funds. However, asset managers are free to define important 

parameters, such as the high-water mark or the level at which the performance fee is charged as a 

percentage of total net assets of a fund. In practice, stated loads are negotiable with the sales agent 

in Switzerland. 

Funds in Switzerland are permitted to charge management fees with an asymmetrical performance 

component without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. Terms of performance fees are 

clearly stated, so an investor reviewing a fund's performance can estimate costs for the current year. 

However, performance fees are not a common feature in Switzerland. 

While Swiss-domiciled funds are distributed almost exclusively in Switzerland, Swiss individual 

investors have the choice to invest in foreign-domiciled funds that register to distribute in Switzerland 

and do so heavily. This does not imply a dichotomy between foreign fund managers that offer 

foreign-domiciled funds and local fund managers that distribute Swiss-domiciled funds; most of the 

Swiss large and mid-sized fund managers have Luxembourg- or Dublin-based fund operations that 

cater to the needs of the globally based clients of Swiss banks and asset managers and distribute 

these foreign-domiciled funds in Switzerland as well. 

It is common for Swiss retail investors to pay for advice; the most common channels of advice are 

independent Swiss financial advisers and banks that provide wealth management services. However, 

neither channel is transparent about the fees levied. If a client invests through a so-called wrap 

account contract (discretionary or advisory), funds would generally be invested in clean share classes 

that are otherwise not available to retail investors. 
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Switzerland Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Above Average
Index funds are widely available for Swiss investors. From the perspective of fund law, exchange-

traded funds are ordinary mutual funds that can be listed upon approval by the Swiss Financial 

Market Supervisory Authority regulator (FINMA). The vast majority of European listed ETFs are listed 

on the Swiss exchange and are accessible to retail and institutional investors—both those domiciled 

in Switzerland and also those domiciled outside of Switzerland. Retail investors in Switzerland may be 

exposed indirectly to ETFs through their pension fund investments, but the majority of money invested 

in ETFs is institutional. Those ETFs domiciled in Switzerland provide exposure to the domestic equity 

and bond markets and are not UCITS-compliant.

The Swiss wealth management market is still adapting to new fee-based advice schemes that have 

been created since the financial crisis of 2007-09. While paying for advice is becoming more common, 

retrocessions are still widely levied, especially by independent advisers. The Swiss Federal Court has 

decreed twice, in 2006 and 2012, that commissions levied within a wealth management mandate 

must be rebated to the investor. While this pertains to discretionary mandates and not to funds, 

where retrocessions are not banned, this ruling has invoked a new approach by many banks at the 

fund level. Many asset managers are increasingly introducing retrocession-free share classes to cater 

to the needs of distribution channels that are moving away from the traditional distribution model. 

Many independent financial advisers, however, still charge retrocessions on assets under advice. It is 

widely expected that this practice will be wound down in the future, but there are still many "old" 

arrangements that are based on selling funds with retrocessions that are retained by the wealth 

manager or adviser.
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Taiwan Fees and Expenses
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Taiwan’s asset-weighted median fees for locally domiciled equity and fixed-income funds, at 2.05% 

and 1.67%, respectively, are the highest among markets in this study. These high expenses,  

coupled with a fund industry structure that perpetuates the use of loads and trailing commissions, 

factor greatly into Taiwan’s Bottom grade for Fees and Expenses.

In Taiwan, maximum sales loads are stated in the fund prospectus. However, actual sales loads may 

vary depending on the fund distributor. More than 80% of funds available for sale in Taiwan and more 

than 90% of locally domiciled funds report charging a front load. It is rare for investors to pay 

financial-advice fees other than through retrocessions.

Funds with no loads are accessible to Taiwan-based investors but make up a minimal part of retail 

investors’ assets. These load-free funds are available through promotions by some of the traditional 

fund distribution channels, such as banks and Securities Investment Trust Enterprises (SITES), as well 

as through online distribution platforms, such as Fundrich, Anuefund, and EZfunds. On the other 

hand, offshore funds without trail commissions do not exist in an open-end format in Taiwan. In 

Taiwan, trailer fees for offshore funds typically range from 20% to 40% of management fees.

As of 2019, the Securities Investment Trust and Consulting Association (SITCA) requires asset 

managers to clearly disclose the composition of the total expense ratio associated with investing in 

each share class of an offshore fund. This is stated on a fee disclosure document, which the investor 

must sign before buying the fund.  

In an effort to discourage fund sales churn, Taiwan is transitioning away from the existing volume-

based sales model to an assets under management-based model when calculating fund distribution 

rebates. The regime is expected to be in full effect on 1 Jan 2020.

Foreign-domiciled funds available for sale in Taiwan are permitted to charge asymmetrical perfor-

mance fees without an equal reduction in fees for underperformance. All relevant terms of the 

performance fee, including an illustrative example, are disclosed in the prospectus, such that an 

investor can accurately estimate expenses.  

 

In 2018, exchange-traded funds accounted for 5.7% of total Taiwan Stock Exchange transactions 

trading value. Investors who utilize ETFs mostly do so for trading purposes, as 75% of the ETF 

transactions came from leveraged/inverse ETFs. Non-locally listed ETFs, such as those listed in the 

United States and Hong Kong, are not commonly used in Taiwan. It is rare for investors to pay for 

advice regarding ETF investments. There is no local tax regulation that makes the use of ETFs 

financially unattractive; ETFs are generally treated similarly to other funds with respect to taxation.
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Thailand Fees and Expenses
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Thailand scores Above Average for Fees and Expenses. The Thai fund market is dominated by 

domestic asset managers, and therefore the asset-weighted medians are the same for locally 

domiciled funds and funds available for sale in Thailand. Despite Thai investors’ inability to purchase 

funds without trail commissions, most asset-weighted medians are competitive. Allocation, equity, 

and fixed-income fund medians are 1.19%, 1.74%, and 0.44%, respectively.

In Thailand, loads and breakpoints are set by the distributor. Individual investors are unable to pay for 

advice outside of commissions and ongoing expenses, as alternative arrangements are unavailable. 

Funds with no loads are accessible to Thailand-based investors and make up a large part of retail 

investors’ assets. In particular, fixed-income funds in Thailand typically do not charge front loads and 

constituted around 45% of local mutual fund assets as of the end of December 2018. 

Conversely, funds without trail commissions do not exist in an open-ended format for retail investors. 

This is because banks are the dominant sales channel for funds, and trailer fees are often embedded 

in the total cost investors pay when purchasing a fund. There is no official trailer fee disclosure, and 

this expense can vary widely depending on the negotiation power of different asset managers and 

fund distributors. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of Thailand implemented a multi-pronged rule, 

effective 1 May 2019, that requires asset managers to notify investors three days prior to any fee 

adjustments rather than the former practice of three days after. The new rule also requires asset 

managers to lay out policies that prevent and monitor potential conflicts of interest in managing a 

mutual fund for the interest of unitholders.

The SEC permits funds to charge performance fees, but only on a symmetrical basis. This is also 

known as fulcrum fees, where management companies face reductions in base fees that mirror the 

fees earned for outperformance. That said, it is not a known practice for funds to charge performance 

fees in Thailand. 

Retail investors do not commonly use locally listed exchange-traded funds in Thailand. As of March 

2019, the total net assets of ETFs made up just 0.4% of the fund market, according to Morningstar 

Direct. Trading of global stocks and ETFs is available through specific broker accounts but is not 

common for retail investors in Thailand. Additionally, some Thai mutual funds have investment policies 

of having foreign ETFs as the master fund. Investors pay brokerage fees for trading ETFs. Similar to 

investments in open-end funds, fee-based advice arrangements are unavailable for investments  

in ETFs. There is no local tax regulation that makes the use of ETFs financially unattractive; ETFs are 

generally treated similarly to other funds with respect to taxation.
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United Kingdom Fees and Expenses
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ETF Usage

HL M

The United Kingdom’s Fees and Expenses grade is Above Average. Investor-friendly regulation,  

such as the banning of front loads as a means of paying commission to distributors and separation of 

advice fees from embedded ongoing charges, contributes positively to the country’s overall score. 

However, owing in part to the grandfathering of existing assets in traditional fee structures, the UK’s 

asset-weighted median expenses are on the whole less competitive than those of Top-rated markets. 

Domiciled funds carry median expenses of 1.03% for allocation, 0.95% for equity, and 0.77% for  

fixed income. 

As a member of the European Union, the UK's laws conform to EU directives, including UCITS V and 

MiFID II. British individual investors have the choice to invest in locally domiciled funds as well as 

UCITS funds with distribution operations in the UK. Expense ratios of funds domiciled in the UK are 

lower on average than those domiciled outside the UK.

In the UK, under the rules generated by the Retail Distribution Review (RDR), which came into effect 

in January 2013, most new investments now flow into share classes that are free of sales charges  

and ongoing trail commissions. An exception is made for restricted advisers who elect to offer only 

'basic advice,' although here strict disclosures are mandated. The RDR also mandated that investors 

pay for advice as a separate fee, instead of through loads and embedded trail commissions. This 

resulted in the mass creation of share classes that investors are able to purchase without paying a 

load or retrocessions. Some share classes still report the ability to charge a front load, but these are 

usually a legacy issue rather than an actual deduction of money from an investment.

Prior to the implementation of RDR, between 50% and 75% of both share classes available for  

sale and domiciled in the UK reported a front load, and both the load and breakpoints were  

negotiable with the sales agent. Legacy assets invested in retrocession-led share classes still exist, 

but the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is looking at ways to ensure these assets get switched  

into unbundled share classes. 

Funds are permitted to charge performance fees that are asymmetric insofar as they increase the  

cost to the investors in the case of outperformance but do not decrease the cost to the investor in the 

case of underperformance. However, there are instances of fund groups in the UK trying something 

different. For example, one fund group has very recently brought fulcrum fees to the market. Here 

investors pay less when a fund underperforms. However, the terms of performance fees are frequently 

too complex for a typical investor to be able to accurately estimate total expenses, including  

performance fees. 
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United Kingdom Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Above Average
While exchange-traded fund usage among retail investors is low in the UK, there is no distinction  

in the tax regulation between open-end funds and ETFs for ETFs that have reporting status in  

the UK. If an ETF does not have reporting status, then any capital gains will be taxed at an individual’s 

income tax rate and not subject to capital gains tax and the annual CGT exemption allowance,  

making them less tax-efficient investments. Historically, retail investors in the UK have tended to use 

index-tracking funds for passive exposure rather than ETFs, given the former have been available  

for many years. This is gradually changing through the emergence of robo-advisers that make sig-

nificant use of ETFs. There is a wide choice on investment platforms encompassing ETFs domiciled in 

different European jurisdictions. ETFs listed in the London Stock Exchange are not subject  

to UK stamp duty, but given their stocklike characteristics, trading ETFs will incur expenses such as 

brokerage commissions and bid/offer spreads.
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The United States receives a Top grade for Fees and Expenses, driven largely by low asset-weighted 

median expenses across asset classes, from 0.42% on fixed-income funds to 0.59% and 0.60% for 

equity and allocation funds, respectively. These low ratios translate to top rankings for the US among 

markets in this study when considering available-for-sale funds. The US also benefits from the mostly 

organic growth of its fee-based advice market and the broad availability of no-load, no-trailer share 

classes for do-it-yourself investors.

In the US, front loads and trailing commissions are still relevant and not directly influenced by the US 

regulator (Securities and Exchange Commission), but market forces have driven investment away from 

share classes that employ those traditional fee arrangements. When investors work with a commis-

sion-based sales agent, loads and breakpoints are stated and non-negotiable, but load waivers based 

on cumulative investment are common. Of retail share classes, 29% still report a front load, but per 

Morningstar’s US Fund Fee Study published in April 2019, these share classes have been in aggregate 

outflows for the last five years and are becoming less relevant.

In recent years, investors have migrated to fee-based advisers (paying the adviser for advice directly, 

uncoupled from loads and trailing commissions), and advisers themselves have been reconsidering 

such transaction-based models. Now, fee-based arrangements constitute the majority of retail fund 

assets in the US. In addition, it is quite common for investors to forgo advice entirely and invest 

directly in funds without loads or commissions. So-called “no-load” funds are widely available and 

represent a significant portion of investor assets. 

Similarly, investors may purchase domestically listed exchange-traded funds, which lack the minimum 

investment requirements of open-end funds and feature prominently in digital advice solutions such 

as robo-advisers. ETFs are accessible and highly utilized in the US market via fee-based and self-

directed investment. While ETFs are frequently associated with passive management, some US ETFs 

employ active management, further eroding the distinction between open-end funds and ETFs in this 

market. ETFs in the US tend to be more tax-efficient than open-end vehicles owing to their more 

regular use of in-kind redemptions. 

While hundreds of asset managers operate in the US market, Vanguard is worth mentioning for its 

influence on the fee landscape. Offering predominantly passive strategies and operating at enormous 

scale in a mutual ownership structure, the firm routinely offers investments at prices well below  

the norm. The asset-weighted average expense ratio across the firm’s open-end and exchange-traded 

funds together was just 0.09% as of 31 Dec 2018. Fee competition in the US market has further 
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United States Fees and Expenses (continued)

Fees and Expenses Grade

Top
benefitted fund investors, as other large asset managers have matched or undercut Vanguard’s 

pricing of certain core strategies. Of note, Fidelity is enticing investors to its platform with new 

“ZERO” branded open-end index funds that charge literally 0% ongoing expenses.

However, the broader trend toward creating mutual fund “clean shares” that include only manage-

ment expenses has lost significant momentum since the Department of Labor’s efforts to introduce a 

fiduciary rule in 2017 have fizzled out.

The US is one of the few markets in this survey to require that any performance fees paid to fund 

advisers include a symmetrical reduction in fees for underperformance, also known as fulcrum  

fees. In practice, though, few funds in the US assess performance fees. Where such fees do exist,  

the terms are disclosed in the financial documents, though these can be complex.
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Exhibit 9: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratio Ranges for Allocation Funds %

Appendix
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Exhibit 10: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratio Ranges for Equity Funds %
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Source: Morningstar, Inc.

Exhibit 11: Asset-Weighted Median Expense Ratio Ranges for Fixed-Income Funds %


